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COP28 Thematic Days

- World Climate Action Summit
- Health/Relief, Recovery & Peace
- Finance/Trade/Gender
- Energy/Industry/Just transition
- Multilevel Action, Urbanization
- Youth, Education
- Nature, Land Use & Oceans
- Food, Ag & Water
High priorities on finance for the USG

Public Sector Programs
- Bilateral Programs
- Green Climate Fund
- Loss and Damage Fund
- Nature finance

Encouraging action
- Encouraging climate-aligned private sector investment
- Energy Transition Accelerator
- Fossil fuel phase out/down

Multi-party action
- Meeting the $100bn commitment
- MDB evolution agenda and climate finance
USG will highlight support for complex programs: Just Energy Transition Partnerships

**Analysis**
- DOE labs
- IEA
- Bilateral aid for TA

**Policy reform**
- MDB policy loans
- Negotiations *soft power*

**Coal retirement**
- ADB Energy Transition Mechanism
- Bilateral aid

**Energy systems**
- MDBs/bilateral for off-grid & transmission
- Private sector
- Domestic resources
Nature finance

- Nature based solutions
- Project finance for permanence